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Introduction
Analysts predict that, by 2019, mobile payments will account 
for more than $800 billion in purchases. Medical payments 
are among the fastest growing segments. To keep up with 
consumer demand, your practices will need to offer mobile 
payment methods. OpenEdge offers simple, straight-forward 
solutions permitting your practices to stay on top of new 
technologies, whether that means mobile functionality 
integrated into your software, or stand-alone mobile apps.

Mobile Payments (and a host of other technologies) can be 
easily integrated into your Behavioral Health solution. These 
payment technologies will differentiate your software and 
render it more competitive on the market. Read on to learn 
more about OpenEdge and mobile payment solutions for 
your software.
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Commodity or Game Changer?

Payments are aligning with apps, offers and geo-fencing (device-
linked, location-based commerce). This vision is contrary to the 
view of some business management system developers, who often 
view payments integrations as a commodity and something simply 
needed in order to have a working solution. In fact, that opinion 
is probably more common in health care practice management, 
as integrated solutions (where the payments and the practice 
management system are seamless) are rarer in the field. 
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Patients are Asking for it

Ask your customers. Medical practices report that patients are 
becoming more adept and knowledgeable on payment options. 
Mobile, NFC, multi-functional patient portals, front office co-
pays, recurring payments, wellness plans – there have never 
been so many avenues to pay a medical bill. The practice 
management system not offering advanced payment functionality 
is at a disadvantage. While payments integration was once a 
commoditized service, it’s clear that forward-thinking, technology-
led payment companies are offering exciting new products to satisfy 
patients, health care offices and practice management system 
developers. 
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OpenEdge Mobile
OpenEdge Mobile represents a flexible, 
lightweight integration to your application.

We Handle Processing. OpenEdge Mobile 
handles all payment processing. All features 
are integrated to one convenient library. 

We Do the Work. OpenEdge handles multiple 
secure swipe devices and the gateway 
communications. You just integrate our SDK 
into your own mobile application.

Security. Data is stored on the Edge gateway 
(never locally) with end-to-end encryption. 
OpenEdge Mobile features strong user 
authentication. 

EMV Chip. OpenEdge Mobile supports 
acceptance of the new EMV chip cards.

Contactless Payments. Near Field 
Communication (NFC) and contactless 
payments are available.

Device Flexibility. The OpenEdge platform 
supports Android™ and Apple® iOS mobile 
operating systems
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Download the full eStudy to learn more about how 
Mobile Payments, Security, and Submerged Payments 
can benefit software developers, practices, and patients.

Schedule a Short Discovery Call  
Spend 15 minutes with us. If, in that time, we can’t explain how 
integrated payments technology for Behavioral Health can vastly 
improve your solution, we’ll part company there.

DOWNLOAD

SCHEDULE

https://info.joinopenedge.com/acton/attachment/28158/f-000d/0/-/-/-/-/BHeStudy-EM1A-SD-062317-TN.pdfp://
https://www.joinopenedge.com/schedule-a-call/

